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Abstract. In this paper we describe a system that performs sentiment
classification of reviews from social network sites using natural language
techniques. The pattern-based method used in our system, applies classi-
fication rules for positive or negative sentiments depending on its overall
score, calculated with the aid of SentiWordNet. We investigate several
classifier models created from a combination of different methods applied
at word and review levels. Our experimental results show that using part-
of-speech helps to achieve better accuracy.
Keywords: Opinion Mining, Sentiment Classification, SentiWordNet,
Social Networks.
1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is an emerging discipline within the fields
of information retrieval and natural language processing (NLP). Sentiment anal-
ysis consists in detecting the subjectivity and sentiments contained in general
opinions. Opinions are expressions that describe the emotions and feelings of
people regarding a subject, entity or event [1]. Conversely, facts are objective
descriptions.
Sentiment analysis has many applications. For instance, it can be applied to
understand people’s attitudes for marketing analysis purposes. Moreover, the
automatic detection of opinions can be used to substitute surveys and question-
naires. Finally, the Internet can be used as a source of information on people’s
opinions about products, services, events, or political topics. For this purpose,
social network sites provide a convenient way to share opinions.
Many studies have been carried out on sentiment-based classification within
the field of sentiment analysis. However, few of these studies have been per-
formed in the domain of reviews posted in social network sites. In this paper we
present an algorithm for mining opinions from some social network sites such as
Foursquare, Yelp, Qype, Where, CitySearch. These sites are mainly concerned
with describing ”interesting” places within cities. In these social networks users
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post opinions about clubs, events or restaurants and some of their features such
as food quality, customer satisfaction or atmosphere.
Our system is capable of collecting and classifying user’s opinions by identify-
ing their semantic orientation. Reviews retrieved from social networks sites are
classified based on the presence of certain terms that are likely to express sen-
timents. Opinions are classified as belonging to one of two opposing polarities:
positive or negative [3]. In order to apply our classification method, the text from
reviews is preprocessed using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques.
Since opinions frequently express the strength of a person’s feelings with re-
spect to some subject, our method associates a degree of positivity or negativity
to each review/comment. This is done to obtain a ranked list of reviews for the
best places. The effectiveness of the proposed system is evaluated in terms of
precision, recall, F-measure and overall accuracy.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a summary of related
work. Section 3 describes in detail our system and in section 4 we present some
experimental results. Finally section 5 provides our conclusions and describes
future work.
2 Related Work
Some recent research work in sentiment analysis focuses on designing methods
to determine the sentiment contained in documents. Other research focuses on
more specific tasks, such as finding the sentiments of words [4] or searching for
subjective expressions [5].
Machine learning and semantic orientation analysis are some of the meth-
ods applied in sentiment analysis. The former employs, for instance, well known
probabilistic algorithms such as Naive Bayes (NB) [6]. The latest is a rule-based
(or pattern-based) approach that applies Natural Language Processing (NLP)
[2] techniques and external linguistic resources. One of the main differences be-
tween these two approaches lies in the need to use a training phase, in the case
of supervised machine learning. The two approaches have been combined in a
hybrid solution as is described in [8] and [9].
Methods based on the application of NLP-based techniques, extract phrases
containing opinions using predefined part-of-speech (POS) patterns. In [7], Tur-
ney et al. use POS tagging to extract two-words phrases from reviews containing
at least one adjective or one adverb. The semantic orientation is estimated as-
signing a score. Then an average is calculated with the scores obtained with the
sentences and phrases contained in the reviews. Turney’s work and others such
as [4] found that there is a high correlation between the presence of adjectives
and a sentence’s subjectivity.
Other studies demonstrate that other parts of speech such as nouns and verbs
are also good indicatives of sentiment [10]. In a similar work Pang et al. [6],
examine three different machine learning methods for sentiment classification:
Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Maximum Entropy. They
found that best performance was obtained when SVM was used in combination
with unigrams, reaching a maximum accuracy of 83%.
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The two techniques most commonly used in sentiment classification based on a
semantic orientated approach are corpus-based and dictionary-based techniques.
Within the former approach, Turney in [7] calculated the semantic orientation of
a phrase using point-wise mutual information. This method essentially calculates
the probability of collocations between the terms contained in a phrase and two
reference words such as excellent and poor, that are representative of positive
and negative polarities. Conversely, dictionary-based techniques utilize dictio-
naries and sentiment lexicons that provide information about semantic relations
between words and terms’ sentiment properties to determine overall sentiment
of opinions.
The problem of identifying sentiment in text can be addressed by determin-
ing the subjectivity or semantic orientation (i.e. polarity) it contains. Lexicons
addressing the former tasks are called subjectivity lexicons as they provide lists
of subjective words. An example of this approach is introduced in [5]. Other lex-
icons include the prior polarity of words, such as Harvard General Inquirer (GI),
Micro-WNOp, and SentiWordNet [11]. The first two include prior polarities to-
gether with indicators (i.e. adjectives) of term attitudes (e.g. “strong negative”
or “weak positive”). SentiWordNet on the other hand, determines the degrees
of words’ polarities within the range [0,1]. SentiWordNet includes an evaluation
no only of the positivity and negativity of a word but also its objectivity.
Other research work has applied SentiWordNet to the problem of automati-
cally classifying sentiment. For instance, Pera, Qumsiyeh and Ng [12] introduced
a domain independent sentiment classifier which categorizes reviews on the base
of their semantic, syntactic, and sentiment content. To calculate the overall sen-
timent score of a review, the proposed classifier determines first the polarity
score of each word contained in it; thereafter, it calculates the review’s senti-
ment orientation by subtracting the sum of its negative words scores from the
sum of its positive words scores.
Thet et al. in [13], proposed a linguistic approach for sentiment analysis of
message posts on discussion boards, in which it is performed clause-level sen-
timent analysis. Firstly, they calculate the prior words’ sentiment scores, em-
ploying SentiWordNet in combination with a lexicon from the domain of movie
reviews especially built for the purpose. Then, they determine the contextual
sentiment score for each clause by analyzing grammatical dependencies of words
(through dependency trees) and handling pattern-rules.
In [14] Denecke tested rule-based and machine learning models in a multi-
domain, classification scenario. Their results confirmed that the lexicon-based
approach that made use of SentiWordNet had limited accuracy compared to the
machine learning method.
Few studies have combined semantic orientation and machine learning ap-
proaches to improve Sentiment Classification performance. Ohana and Tierney
[15] compared two approaches to assess the performance of using of SentiWord-
Net to the task of sentiment classification at document level on film reviews.
In the first method, the lexicon was applied to count the positive and nega-
tive terms found in a document. Sentiment orientation was determined based
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on which class received the highest score, similarly as was done in the methods
described in [6] and [16]. Later, term scores were used to determine sentiment
orientation. The second method in [15] employed SentiWordNet as a source of
positive and negative features. These features were used to train a SVM super-
vised learning algorithm that showed an improvement in accuracy.
3 System Description
Our sentiment classification system for location-based social network sites per-
forms a series of steps, starting with the collection of reviews from social network
sites and ending up performing sentiment analysis and classification. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the steps performed by our system.
The dataset used in our experiments was extracted directly from social net-
work sites, given that most of the datasets available in the domain of sentiment
analysis belong to movie reviews and that no dataset was available in our do-
main. In this work we used “Yelp” and “Foursquare” sites as the data sources.
Our dataset consists in geo-coded place reviews collected from these sites.
Reviews and other information contained in Yelp and Foursquare’s reposito-
ries were extracted by sending requests to their Web Services APIs. The retrieved
information was about reviews on certain interesting places and locations. Then
the data was stored in a database to ease its access.
Reviews were then processed through several stages using NLP steps as de-
picted in Fig. 1. First, tokens were extracted one at a time and then normal-
ized using rules specifically designed for the English language. For instance,
short forms’ expansion was employed to eliminate contractions. Terms were also
transformed to lowercase for easing the searching for entries in the SentiWord-
Net database. For the same previous reason, words were brought to their base
form through lemmatization.
Tokens were then tagged so that they could be used in the SentiWordNet
lexicon. POS tagging was used to identify words, corresponding to parts-of-
speech, that are good predictors of the sentiment expressed in sentences. If a
lexicon entry corresponding to the analyzed token was found in SentiWordNet,
the token score algorithm was applied. Then, the resulting token score was sent
to our Prior-Polarity Classifier to be used in the calculation of the review’s
sentiment Score. Next, the token score algorithm used by our classifier model was
applied. Finally, our classifier determines if the processed review was positive,
negative or objective. Following sections describe the most important stages of
our system with more detail.
3.1 Classification Algorithm
Our classification algorithm takes as input all the normalized tokens coming
out from the pre-processing phase, together with the related part-of-speech tags
assigned. The collection of terms involved in calculating a review score is reduced
to tokenized words that belong to one of the four POS classes of SentiWordNet
(adjectives, adverbs, nouns, verbs).
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Fig. 1. Sentiment Analysis Pipeline
Words in Natural Language can be polysemous and because of their multiple
meanings, tokens can have multiple entries in SentiWordNet. Consequently, in
order to assign the polarity score to a word, it is first necessary to perform Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD). However, our system in the current state does
not applies any Word Sense Disambiguation method. Alternatively, to determine
what is the effect of the different meanings of a word in the overall sentiment,
we used a simple statistical approach. For each word, all possible senses are
collected together with the three corresponding polarity scores: positive, negative
and objective. Then, we applied and evaluated the following three strategies for
the calculation of the final triple of token scores, namely:
− Random Sense
− All Senses Arithmetic Mean
− POS matching Senses Arithmetic Mean
The first method consists in the random selection of a sense among all possible
senses of a word. This is the simplest approach that intuitively should show
worst performance. The second method is the arithmetic mean of each of the
three polarity scores computed, on all the possible senses, i.e. is an average of the
sentiment entries of a word for all possible POS taggings. The third method is
also an average of the sentiment entries of a word, but in this case the entries used
to calculate the average are only those that match the POS tag assigned in the
pre-processing phase. Therefore, in this method not all senses are considered but
only the senses of the words found in SentiWordNet that match the computed
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POS tag; if more than one sense belongs to the subset obtained after the POS
tagging filtering, then the arithmetic mean is applied.
Each of the previous three scoring methods is applied to the three possible
polarities: positive, negative, objective. At the end of this step, for each token
we will have the following nine different scores:
− Random Sense Score: Pos, Neg, Obj
− All Senses Arithmetic Mean Score: Pos, Neg, Obj
− POS matching Senses Arithmetic Mean Score: Pos, Neg, Obj
The last six arithmetic mean scores are calculated with the formula:
scorepol(T ) =
1
n
n∑
s=1
scorepol(s) (1)
where pol ∈ {pos, neg, obj}, and n is the number of the s senses (synsets) corre-
sponding to the SentiWordNet entries for the token T. As was explained before,
in the case of POS matching senses arithmetic mean score, n is reduced to the
subset of all the senses in SentiWordNet that match the computed POS tag.
We applied the three methods obtaining a final triple score for positive, nega-
tive and objective scores. The approach we applied is similar to the one reported
in [14] where positive and negative SentiWordNet scores for a term are compared.
If the positivity (or negativity) is larger, the word is considered positive (or nega-
tive, respectively) and its strength is represented by its positivity (or negativity)
score. If both values are equal, the word is ignored, since the interest is toward
opinionated words. The objective value is only taken into account in the case we
want to apply a cutoff value in order to exclude, from the computation of the
overall sentiment review score, words that are too ”objective”.
To calculate the overall sentiment score of a review R we subtracted the sum
of the scores of its negative words from the sum of its positive words scores as
is shown in equation 2:
SentiScore(R) =
j∑
pos=0
Score(Tokenpos) −
k∑
neg=0
Score(Tokenneg)
j + k
(2)
where j and k are the number of positive and negative words in R respectively,
Token is a word in R, Score(Token) is the highest SentiWordNet score of the
word considering the positive and negative scores.
Since large reviews can contain more or less positive or negative words, the
different numbers may impact the sentiment score. For this reason SentiScore is
normalized by dividing it by the number of sentiment words in R. Normalization
keeps values within the interval [-1,+1].
Finally if the SentiScore(R) obtained by equation 2 is higher (lower) than
zero, then a review R is labeled as positive (negative); when SentiScore(R) is
zero, it means that the score of positive words equals the score of negative words,
in this case the review is considered objective.
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3.2 Classifier Models
Our classifier employs the SentiScore equation 2 to classify reviews. However, we
decided to apply several classifier models to investigate their effect in accuracy.
The first model considers the inclusion of nouns in the estimation of the SentiS-
core. Words in SentiWordNet are partitioned into adjectives, adverbs, nouns and
verbs. Sometimes nouns are judged to be objective words and in some research
work they are completely excluded.
The second model consists in applying a cutoff to the objective score of a
token to exclude, from the computation of the SentiScore, words that have a
high degree of objectivity. It has to be noted that in SentiWordNet a word can
be simultaneously positive, negative and objective. In fact, most SentiWordNet’s
words have an objective score grater than zero, even if they are positives or
negatives. We decided that a word is considered polarized if its ObjScore(T ) <
1 − cutoff . The reason to use this condition is because in SentiWordNet the
summation of the positive, negative, objective scores for a term is 1, and the
objective score results from the complement of positive plus negative scores. For
instance applying a cutoff of 0.3 will exclude those words whose objective score
is higher than 0.7. With this cutoff value we expressly allow to include words
whose polarity is objective in the computation. Since our reviews are very short,
applying a high cutoff limit together with the condition of POS tag matching,
may reduce the number of words considered polarized to either a very small
number or even zero. For words that pass the cutoff condition, the algorithm
compares its positive and negative scores with the SentiScore formula.
The algorithm used to compute the semantic orientation of a word is shown
below. POS can be restricted to just {verbs, adverbs, adjectives} in case we
choose not to consider noun’s POS senses.
for each Token = POS
consider the Score Triple calculated using a chosen score Method
if ObjScore(T) > 1-(cutoff):
do not include word in the SentiScore computation
else
if PosScore(T) > NegScore(T):
add Token,Scores(Token) to positive set
if NegScore(T) > PosScore(T):
add Token,Scores(Token) to negative set
if PosScore(T) = NegScore(T):
do not include word in the SentiScore computation
end for each
Perform Sentiscore computation using tokes’ positive and negative scores
Note that if the positivity and negativity values of a word are equal, the difference
between the polarity scores will be zero; therefore the word will not be included in
the computation of the SentiScore formula since we are interested in opinionated
words.
The algorithm that is most similar to our approach is presented in [8], where
the overall sentiment score is calculated applying a classification rule. Conversely,
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in [14] the number of positive, negative and objective words is calculated and
their values compared to classify a review. In both, the strategy for the calcula-
tion of the token scores consists in the arithmetic mean executed on the triAple
scores for all the term’s senses found. A cutoff value is applied in [3].
4 Experimentation
In order to discover the best classification model, several criteria were applied
at both, token and review levels. Similarly, we used several cutoff points, as
was done in [3], where the best accuracy was reached with a 0.8 cutoff . In [3]
only words that have a positive or negative polarity greater than the established
cutoff are considered. However, when a cutoff point of 0.8 is used, the size of the
SentiWordNet lexicon is reduced from 52, 902 to 924. This approach is too strict
to be applied in the short reviews we have in our dataset. Therefore, we decided
to experiment using two lower cut-off values of 0.3 and 0.5. The rule we applied
is that a token T, belonging to a review R, is considered in the computation of
its SentiScore(R) if ObjScore(T ) < 1 − cutoff .
As a result of our experiments, we obtained 18 different sentiment scores for
each review, corresponding to the 18 classifier models produced by combining
the 3 token scoring methods with 6 different review scoring methods.
The system was implemented in Python using MySQL database and the
open source library Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK)1 for tokenization and
part-of-speech tagging.
4.1 Dataset
Experiments were conducted on a dataset consisting of both 400 and 200 positive
reviews additionally to 200 negative reviews. The reviews used are a subset of
the whole data collected during the opinion extraction phase of our system.
It must be noted that Yelp’s reviews are rated on a 5-point scale, with 1 being
the most negative and 5 being the most positive. We decided to convert these
favorability ratings into a polarity corresponding to one of the three sentiment
categories (positive, negative, neutral), to being able to use them during testing.
Since each review has a rating based on the number of stars (1 to 5), we decided
to use 1 or 2 as a negative rating and 4 or 5 as positive one. Opinions marked
with 3 stars are considered neutral (objective) and therefore excluded from the
evaluation. As it is suggested in [6] and [10], ratings in terms of the number of
stars, can be used as indicator of the overall sentiment of reviewers.
4.2 Evaluation Metrics and Results
The effectiveness of the system was evaluated in terms of Precision, Recall,
F-measure and overall Accuracy.
The contingency Table 1 shows true positives and true negatives as the correct
classifications. Precision and recall metrics are split in Positive Precision (Precp)
1 http://www.nltk.org/
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Table 1. Relevance/Retrieval contingency table
Relevant Nonrelevant
Retrieved true positives (tp) false positives (fp)
Not Retrieved false negatives (fn) true negatives (tn)
Table 2. Equations for Precision and Recall
Positive Negative
Precision Precp = tp/(tp + fp) Precn = tn/(tn + fn)
Recall Recp = tp/(tp + fn) Recn = fn/(tp + fn)
Table 3. Evaluation of results: Precision
Metric Review Score’s Methods
Token Score’s Methods
Random all Senses AM P-O-S, AM
Precn cutoff=0 48,5% 55% 56,5%
cutoff=0, no-nouns=true 49% 53% 53,5%
cutoff=0.3 52,5% 56% 57,5%
cutoff=0.3, no-nouns=true 48,5% 52% 55%
cutoff=0.5 52% 54% 50,5%
cutoff=0.5, no-nouns=true 49% 50% 48,5%
Precp cutoff=0 65,5% 68% 65%
cutoff=0, no-nouns=true 61% 68% 65,5%
cutoff=0.3 49,5% 55% 53%
cutoff=0.3, no-nouns=true 44% 47% 52%
cutoff=0.5 32% 32% 35%
cutoff=0.5, no-nouns=true 29,5% 26,5% 35%
and Positive Recall (Recp), Negative Precision (Precn), and Negative Recall
(Recn) as shown in Table 2.
The Accuracy of the system is given by:
Accuracy = (tp + tn)/(tp + fp + fn + tn) (3)
Precision and Recall are combined in the F-measure:
F-score =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall
(4)
Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, summarize classifier’s performance in terms of precision, re-
call, F-measure, and overall accuracy respectively. These tables show the results
we obtained using different methods at token and review level and that the best
results were obtained using no cut-off and a token score method based on POS
matching senses.
The differences in performance between reviews’ classification on positive and
negative opinions, as measured by precision, recall and F-Measure (e.g. Table 3,
Table 4, Table 5), may be attributed to a cause mentioned in [15]. [15] describes
that reviewers generally include negative remarks on positive opinions to provide
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Table 4. Evaluation results: Recall
Metric Review Score’s Methods
Token Score’s Methods
Random all Senses AM P-O-S, AM
Recn cutoff=0 44% 39,82% 40,092%
cutoff=0, no-nouns=true 45,54% 40,87% 41,518%
cutoff=0.3 48,97% 44,44% 44,5%
cutoff=0.3, no-nouns=true 53,93% 50,526% 46,4%
cutoff=0.5 60% 41,02% 58,58%
cutoff=0.5, no-nouns=true 63,35% 65,36% 59,5376%
Recp cutoff=0 55,98% 60,18% 59,907%
cutoff=0, no-nouns=true 54,464% 58,8745% 58,482%
cutoff=0.3 51% 55,555% 55,497%
cutoff=0.3, no-nouns=true 46,07% 49,47% 53,608%
cutoff=0.5 40% 41,025% 41,42%
cutoff=0.5, no-nouns=true 36,646% 34,64% 40,462%
Table 5. Evaluation results: F-Measure
Metric Review Score’s Methods
Token Score’s Methods
Random all Senses AM P-O-S, AM
F − scoren cut-off=0 46,14% 46,195% 46,9%
cut-off=0, no-nouns=true 47,2% 46,15% 46,75%
cut-off=0.3 50,67% 49,555% 50,17%
cut-off=0.3, no-nouns=true 51,071% 51,252% 50,335%
cut-off=0.5 55,714% 44,9% 54,24%
cut-off=0.5, no-nouns=true 55,26% 56,657% 53,455%
F − scorep cut-off=0 60,37% 63,8514% 62,35%
cut-off=0, no-nouns=true 57,547% 63,106% 61,8%
cut-off=0.3 50,24% 55,276% 54,22%
cut-off=0.3, no-nouns=true 45,011% 48,203% 52,79%
cut-off=0.5 35,555% 35,955% 37,94%
cut-off=0.5, no-nouns=true 32,7% 30,03% 37,53%
F − score cutoff=0 53,255% 55,0232% 54,625%
cutoff=0, no-nouns=true 52,373% 54,628% 54,275%
cutoff=0.3 50,455% 52,4155% 52,195%
cutoff=0.3, no-nouns=true 48,041% 49,7275% 51,5625%
cutoff=0.5 45,6345% 40,4275% 46,09%
cutoff=0.5, no-nouns=true 43,98% 43,3435% 45,4925%
Table 6. Evaluation results: Accuracy
Metric Review Score’s Methods
Token Score’s Methods
Random all Senses AM P-O-S, AM
Accuracy cutoff=0 57% 61,5% 60,75%
cutoff=0, no-nouns=true 55% 60,5% 59,5%
cutoff=0.3 51% 55,5% 55,25%
cutoff=0.3, no-nouns=true 46,25% 49,5% 53,5%
cutoff=0.5 42% 43% 42,75%
cutoff=0.5, no-nouns=true 39,25% 38,25% 41,75%
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a more balanced assessment. Additionally reviewers may choose to build up the
expectation of a general good view to ended up giving a negative impression.
One of the reasons for the low accuracies in Table(6) may be due to the
limited number of opinionated words contained in the short reviews collected.
Our results also show that classifier’s performance decreases when the cutoff
value is increased. The reason may be also due to the short reviews given that
applying a high cutoff, together with the condition of POS tag matching, reduces
the number of words considered polarized to either zero or a very small number.
This reduces the information at classifier’s disposal to correctly determine a
review’s sentiment orientation.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have described a rule-base classifier model that exploits Sen-
tiWordNet. Our model was applied to classify reviews of interesting places ex-
tracted from social network sites. Our method achieved an accuracy in classifica-
tion comparable to those obtained by previous similar systems e.g. [8], [14], [3].
However, since these systems were evaluated using different datasets in different
domains, no direct comparison can be performed at this time.
A number of factors affect the performance of our classifier. For instance, the
use of ironic words or colloquial language makes difficult to determine the po-
larity of a review. Additionally, most of the errors we obtained came from the
wrong assignment of prior sentiment scores to words. For instance, words that
have certain polarity in SentiWordNet may have a different polarity within the
context of a review. Other inaccuracies come from the assignment of part-of-
speech tags; for example, in a phrase such as “What a cool place”, the term cool
is wrongly tagged as proper noun, and consequently identified by SentiWord-
Net as being objective, instead of being positive (adjective). More imprecisions
may come from SentiWordNet itself since it has been found that some words
have the wrong scores assigned. As future work we consider using word sense
disambiguation and combining our rule-based method with a machine-learning
approach.
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